AJDA GOKCEN
PhD Student
ajdag@uw.edu / GUG 407
Office Hours: MW 1:20p-2:20p
Computational Linguistics, Discourse Analysis, Natural Language Processing, Pragmatics, Semantics, Turkish

MONICA JENSEN
PhD Student
mojen@uw.edu
Sociolinguistics, Sociosyntax, Syntax

TED KYE
PhD Student
tkye29@uw.edu / (206) 390-4585 / GUG407

ISAAC MANRIQUE
PhD Student
imanriq@uw.edu
ANNA MOROZ
PhD Student
akmoroz@uw.edu

LAURA MUNGER
PhD Student
mungerla@uw.edu

NAOMI TACHIKAWA SHAPIRO
PhD Student
tsnaomi@uw.edu
Computational Linguistics, Machine Learning, Natural Language Processing, Perception and Cognition, Phonology, Sentence Processing, Syntax

ROB SQUIZZERO
PhD Student
rsquizz@uw.edu
Acoustics and Psychoacoustics, Articulatory Phonetics, Dialectology, Language Attitudes, Phonetics, Second Language Acquisition, Sociolinguistics, Sociophonetics, Speech Perception

BRYAN THOMPSON
PhD Student
bkthomp@uw.edu

YUANHE TIAN
PhD Student
yhtian@uw.edu / GUG 407 / 417 (Treehouse)
Chinese, Computational Linguistics, Natural Language Processing

TRENT UKASICK
PhD Student
tukasick@uw.edu

OLGA ZAMARAEVA
PhD Candidate
olzama@uw.edu / GUG407 desk 26
Office Hours: Thursdays 11 am - 12 pm
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